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I. INTRODUCTION

The jet formation caused by the collapse of a shaped charge
liner is dependent upon the pressure delivered to the liner wall by
the detonating explosive. As a shaped charge liner is cullapsed axi-
symetrically to the charge axis by a detonation wave to form a jet

and a slug, the liner material experiences plastic deformation at
exceedingly high strain rates (1). If the jet is presumed to form
simultaneously on the axis, and then stretch uniformly, a one dimen-
sional approximation shows that strain rates characteristic of this
process are 104/second. It is assumed that the jet is a ductile
material which remains continuous during stretching.

It is apparent also that the initial jet formation occurs
under conditions of relatively high pressures whereas the later phases
of jet flight and stretching occur essentially under ambient pressure.
Therefore, it is clear that the interesting plastic deformation occurs
in two distinct stages.

The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of
explosive filler on shaped charge warhead performance (2). To
minimize variations due to hardware or explosive loading, only high
quality metal components and explosives with established loading
procedures were used in this study.

Ten explosive fills, loaded into the BRL, 81.3m, precision
charge, have been evaluated on the basis of warhead performance and
implications regarding fundamental jet properties. Multiple flash
radiography of the free flight jet and penetration performance of the

.esh shaped charge warhead against armor were used to evaluate the
performance.
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Additionally, the BRL Analytic Shaped Charge (BASC) code
has been extA.;,ively employed in the interpretation of results (3).
BASC was derived from the model of Defourneaux (4) and substantially
modified and extended ,o include the explosive-metal coupling as
described by Defourneaux, the non-steady hydrodynmic jet formation
theory (5), and a BRL developed penetration theory, Reference 6.

Two conclusions have been derived from this work; viz.
a.) warhead performance increases with increasing explosive energy and
b.) jet elongation increases with explosive energy. It is argued that
the latter implies jet strain to fracture increases with strain r-

II. EXPERIMENTAL FIRINGS

The liners and bodies used conform to the BRL precision
shaped charge shown in Figure 1. With a warhead design of this
quality, imperfections attributable directly to assembled parts are
reduced to a minimum; therefore, the results should reflect the
properties of the explosive fill.

The explosives loaded into the test assemblies are listed
in Table I. Tabulated are explosive composition, Chapman-Jouguet (C-J)
detonation pressure, detonation rate, measured tip velocity and load-
ing facility. For later application of the BASC code, the detonation
rate is compared to the measured jet tip velocity in Table I.

Flash radiographs of the shaped charge jets in free flight
were obtained. Jet particle velocities, break-up times and jet
lengths were measured as described in reference (2). The precision
of the charge was subjectively appraised by radiographic observation
of the alignment of jet particles on the charge axis, and the physical
break-up of the particulated jet. Penetration and hole volume were
measured in stacked plates (76.2mm thick x 152.4mm x 152.4mm) of
armor (280BHN) for each explosive fill at two cone diameters stand-
off (162.6m). Hole volumes and profiles were obtained by volumetric
titration.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A. Flash Radiography

The quantities measured from radiographs were: jet tip
velocity, velocity of 31st particle, the velocity difference between
the ist and 31st particles, jet break-up time, the length of thirty
particles from the tip, length of particles between the thirtieth
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and the particle with a velocity of 0.28 cm/Psec (the velocLty below
which significant penetration does not occur (7)), the sum of the
total jet length, number of jet particles, and average jet particle
length. A _uimary of measurements appears in Table II.

Jet length as a function of jet tip velocity is plotted in
Figure 2. The average total length of the first thirty particles is
36.43 cm. The total length of solid jet involved in the penetration
process of steel (jet particle velocities > 0.28 cm/psec) is represent-
ed by the diagonal line, and is shown to increase with explosive energy.

The actual radiographs of jets (at a nominal x-ray delay time
of 206 psec after initiation) from six selected explosives are shown
in Figure 3. Jet tip velocity decreases from left to right. The jet
tip velocity is shown to decrease with decreasing explosive energy.
The two diagonal lines indicate the approximate space orientation of
the first and thirty-first particles. The sum of the lengths of the
particles bounded by the diagonals are essentially equal. It can be
seen in Figure 2 and Table II that there is a monotonic increase in
jet length available for additional penetration when the c;.plosive
energy is increased.

A B. Jet Break-upTime

The most difficult jet parameter to estimate is jet break-up /

time. It is assumed that jet fractures occur simultaneo.usly. By
measuring the lengths of thirty jet particles on the rt.diograph, an
estimate of the break-up time can be made by equation:

where = length of thirty particles and Av is the difference in jet
velocity between tip and thirty-first particle. Th; average jet
break-up time for all explosives is estimated at 113.9 psec. Listed
in Table II is the average break-up time for each oxplosive. With the
exception of the ECX-LLL explosive, experimental measurements of tl,
for all the explosives, had individual values whi(.h were included in a
range of break-up time of 115.9 + 3% (119.4 - 1124 psec). This
justified the assumption of a constant breakup tjime for all explosives.

C. Penetration and Hole Volume Data

Penetration and hole volume data are summarized in Table
III. Tabulated are the experimental averages, maximum values, and
theoretical penetration with an assumed constaut t1 . Penetration and
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hole volume are seen to increase with increasing explosive potential.

D. Comparison of Confinement and Explosive Energy

Penetration performance data (8) is available for cylin-
drical, steel and aluminum cased, composition B loaded warheads. The
warhead contains a 83.8mm, 2.5% wall, 420 copper liner. The penetra-
tion depth into 300 BHN armor at 2 C.D. standoff is 430mm for the
confined charge and 372mn for the urcoi-ined charge.

Data from the present experimeits show that for warheads
loaded with PBX-111 the penetration is 424 ium; while for warheads
loaded with composition B, the penetration is 389 mia. Th% effect of
increased confinement and increased explosive energy on performance
are seen to be similar. Such confinement effects have been verified
in previous experiments using radioactive tracer techniques (9) and
by measurements on free flight jet radiographs (10).

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

From the radiographs it was determined that the difference
in velocity of the jet tip and the thirty-first particle is approxi-
mately independent of explosive fill (i.e. Table II). However,
computing the jet velocities employing the BASC code, one notes that
the portions of the liners contributing to these jet segments vary
with the explosive fill. Figure 4, which depicts the correspondence
between jet velocity and original liner axial coordinate, demonstrates

this point. So, for instance, we see that for the ECX explosive the
31 particles originate from the relative liner zone between 0.13 and
0.49 froma the cone apex and for TNT from 0.13 to 0.61.

Total penetration, at two cone diameters standoff, shows a

monotonic increase with increasing explosive potential. A computat-
ion of the penetration is consistent with observation. Assuming, no
penetration occurs for jet elements with velocities less than 0.28
cm/psec, one again can infer computationally that different liner
elements for different explosives participate in penetration. Figure
5, which depicts penetration as a function of liner position, exposes
this point. From this computation it appears that the higher the
explosive potential the larger the liner zone entering the penetration
process.

A. Jet Velocity

The change in jet velocity between the jet tip and the
thirty-first particle is approximately the same for all explosives
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(Figure 4 and Table II). However, the jet velocity decreases and the
reference zone of the thirty-first element increases toward the base
with decreasing energy explosive composition. As shown in Figure 4
and 5, the jet "cutoff" particle comes from the liner section closer
to the base for the higher energy explosives. The total penetrating
jet length produced by the most energetic explosive has the greatest
total change in jet velocity,

B. Cumulative Penetration Contribution by Liner

It was noted earlier than the first thirty particles of
jet were approximately the same length. Figure 5 shows that these
particles provide about the same target penetration for each explosive.
The liner sections contributing to this equivalent penetration are
most efficient for the most energetic explosives. The greater total
penetiation depth for the high energy explosive is due to greater jet
length and to more liner material in the base region participating in
penetration. The agreement in penetration between calculation and
experiment is tabulated in Table III.

C, Jet Elongation and Ductility

Employing the BASC computations and the abdve data, one can
examine jet elongation in an approximate, one dimensional analysis.
The strain at break-up is defined as:

e - - 1 L1)
to to

where to is the original length of jet on the axis when the last
penetrating jet element finishes its collapse process. 'he increase
in jet length in the time interval from initial jet formation to jet
breakup is At. The jet elongation, At, is given by:

At (V.° - v. coo )t, (2)

* where t is the time interval involved, V.° the jet tip velocity, and

Vi the velocity of the last penetrating jet particle. The strain

rate at breakup is given by

V. 0 V. CIO*

Sde 1d___= l/t
0-F to P 0
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The quantities, ko At, V.0,and V are readily obtained from the

BASC computer code output. Figure 6 shows how quantities calculated
from the code were used to evaluate formulas, I and 3 fox strain and
strain rate, respectively. The BASC code calculates an initial length,0vO ceo.)
to, at a time, to, based on the tip (V0 ) and tail (V. ) velocities.
The computed values of c and are calculated at a constant breakup
time, t1 = 115.9 lsec. The results are plotted in Figure 7 as strain
vs. strain rate for each .qlosive fill. The strain and strain rate
increase linearly with t'.e Chapman-Jouquet pressures.

Elongation for the total penetrating jet at break-up ranged
from 290 to 360%; and the strain rate ranged from 0.035 to 0.041
(Csec)'!. For the first thirty particles of the jet, strain and
strain rate are about 2 % higher. These measurements indicate that
copper exhibits a greater ductility at high strain rates. Various
models for this behavior have been proposed by Chou (11) but additional
verification of models are necessary.

V. CONCLUSIONS

1. For a given geometry warhead, an increase in the explosive energy
causes an increase in the overall warhead penetration capability. The
increased detonation rate explosives introduce higher collapse veloci-
ties, increased jet velocities, and penetrating jets with increased
lengths. Additionally, the greater the explosive energy, the larger
the proportion of the liner that ultimately becomes penetrating jet.
These effects combine to produce longer, more massive and higher
energy jets from more energetic explosive fills.

2. For a given design configuration with the same explosive composi-
tion, increasing confinement provides the same effect as a more
energet:ic explosive fill. Both confinement and explosive energy can
be used to increase kinetic energy of the jet.

3. A more energetic explosive appears to increase the jet ductility.
The strain to fracture vs. average strain rate tofracture increases
with explosive energy.
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M6- MACHINE SMOOTH SURFACE OF EXPLOSIVE CHARGE
DETONATOR MODIFIED MACHINCED COPPER DRAWN

TETRYLLINER 2 .692 mn% TZI 1.905 mm. BOTH
UINSIDE AND OUTSIDE SURUACES

S RETAINING
RING

/CANDIDATE 42* 81.3 m

EXPLOSIVE FIL ER

26.975mm -! 0 . 27 0 m

PLASTIC ALIGNMENT DEVICE 90- M371 ALUMINUM CA1NG
TO CENTER BOOSTER AND NOTEs LINER. THICKNESS NOT TO VARY MORE THAN
DETONATOR ON CHARGE AXIS. o.oc51 mm IN ANY TRANSVERSE PLANE AND 0.051mm

IN A LONGITUDINAl. PLANE.

Figure 1. Sketch of 81.3 mm BRL , recision Charge.

90-

80 -

70 - TOTAL JET LENGTH TO PARTICLE
VELOCITY= 0.28 cm//sec.

S60-

0 50-

uI LI 36.43 cm

- 40 -

30 -U 0,I

2: 0 ,: i ..

0L -i , INCREASED EXPLOSIVE ENERGY
0 I I I I I I I
0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95Vin - JET TIP VELOCITY (CMf/.SEC)

Figure 2. Estimate of Jet Length vs Jet Tip Velocity.
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PARTICLE VELOCITY 0.28 cm/.usec AT REDUCED[ HORIZONTAL FIDUCIAL MARK MAGNIFICATION FACTOR

_\A

VERTICAL V /
FIDUCIAL MARK- "_

I 0 I i

I ! a
I a 7 . I

- I I,

II I a

U. ,

I i St a"

, Ii ..- < i

d U

-!-q-, : / _.,. I .I. o -.

/ I ' a -'

I 'I : ,
a I I ~ l

I I ' J E'

I, .I L JET
,il aI PE.LET

(TIP)

DECREASING I, PLOSIVE ENERGY

PBXW-IIO OCTOL COMP 8 PENTO- H-6 TNT

(70/30 ) LITE
JET TIP VEILOCITY - 0.83 0.81 0.77 0.74 070 0.68 (Cm/fqC )

VELOCITY OF 31st - 0.53 0.52 0.46 04538 ]:tA/SECj
PARTICLE 05 .6 04 .0 03 AjS~

Figure 3 Comparison of Radiographs of Jets from Explos!ves Shown Nominal
X-ray Delay Time After Charge Initiation 206.0 p.sec.
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.90 r1 1 ECX-LLL
1A3, 2 PBXW-111

.80 -3 OCTOL (75/25)t, "4 PBXW-110

.70 5 OCTOL (70/30)
t0 6 COMP B

.60 7 PENTOLITE
tG AMATEX-40

,.A U
0 .50 9 H-6
m i 10 TNT

,- .40

Vj JET VELOCITY> .30 -

VjC'O'AT JET CUTOFF VELOCITY FOR PENETRATION
.20-

, I I I I I I 1
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

APEX LINER REFERENCE PLANE BASE

Figure 4. Jet Velocity vs Reference Plane.

-tOTAL PENETRATION AT JET CUTOFF (Vc')2---..

40

-- 6

- 35 -

30 - 10

• I ECX- LLLLU 3
, 25 -PENETRATION BY 30-* 2 PBXW-111

PARTICLES
Z 3 OCTOL (75/25)
2 20 4 PBXW-110
I-

5 OCTOL (70/30)
U 15 6 COMP B

10 7 PENTOLITE
10 - 8 AMATEX-40

9 H-6

10 Tt.T

00 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
APEX BASE

LINER REFERENCE PLANE

Figure 5. Penetration Depth vs Liner Reference Plane. Standoff 2 Cone Dia.,
Armor 280 BHN.
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(1) BASC CODE CALCULATES INITIAL LENGTH BASED ON JET TIP AND JET "CUTOFF"
VELOCITY.

(2) DIAGRAM JET FORMATION AND ELONGATION TO JET BREAK-UP.

t II.f
TAIL-- F FAL LENGTH

TIME IP J

T X VTAII 
7O SL

MINWIT, SLOPE d '__ (MEASURED
10 dx V REAK-UP TIME)

DISTANCE

VIRTUAL ORIGIN REFERENCE, t 0
(3) FORMULA:

TIME OF INITIAL
JET LENGTH TO to  V. (1)
FORM ON AXIS, 0, Vjc* (1

STRAIN, # f o (V0 -VC'°'(t " 1 12)
£o (V°o - VC.Oi)to to

STRAIN RATE -10 1 (
-to(t1 " to) to (3)

Figure 6. Method to Calculate Strain and Strain Rate.

1 ECX-LLL

400- 4.0 2 PBXW-111

3 OCTOL (75/25)
4 PBXW-110*

0 5 OCTOL (70/30)
. 350- 3.5- ---2&3 6 COMP B

6 6 OM

Z 7 7 PENTOLITE
o 4 'N, 8 AMATEX-40
u 300- 1~ 3.0- 9 H-6

INCREASING EXPLOSIVE ENERGY
250- 2.5 I I I I I.. 025 .030 .035 .040 .045 .050 .055 (/.SEC "1)

i- STRAIN RATE AT JET FRACTURE , ..... .

Figure 7 Total Strain vs Strain Rate for All Candidate Exp jgves at
a Constant Break-up Time.
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